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SANGUINET LAKE, NEAR BORDEAUX, WEST COAST, FRANCE   
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 Plate P18 Sanguinet Lake, Atlantic coast, France. The Pyla coastal dune 
system can be seen in the background 

 
 
 
 
1. LOCATION 
 
1.1_ Geographical description 
 

Sanguinet lake (Plate P18) belongs to the string of lakes which skirt the Aquitaine coast south 
of Arcachon bay (Figure P18.1). It is located in the Department of Landes. Sanguinet lake is 
included in the Pleistocene formation of Sable des Landes.  
 
Sanguinet lake has a a triangular shape and a surface of 5800 ha. It is 11km long north-south, 
and 10km wide east-west. Its maximum depth is 25m. The present day lake level is 21m N.G.F 
with seasonnal variations not exceeding 60cm (Plate P18a). 
 
It was formed when dune migration impounded the mouth of the river, La Gourgue, gradually 
becoming a lagoon, then a lake. Three important archaeological sites, numerous 
archaeological remains, 29 canoes discovered on the bottom of the lake, and palaeo-
environmental evidence outcropping on the beach allowed us to reconstruct the lake level 
fluctuations and the subsequent coastal changes. 
 
 

1.2 Coastal description 
 

The lake is embedded in the Pleistocene formation of Sable des Landes (Legigan 1979; 
Klingebiel & Legigan 1981), and blocked to the west by Holocene coastal dunes. These coastal 
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dunes constitute a typical association of two trangressive dune fields (Gardner 1955), the latter, 
called "modern dunes", was actively migrating landward before stabilisation by pine plantations 
during the beginning of the XIXth century (Figure P18.2). The former, called "primary dunes" 
was considered the cause of the land-locking of Aquitaine lakes, (Duregne 1890; Welsch 1911; 
Buffault 1942). 

 
1.3 Regional Authority 
 

Conseil Régional d'Aquitaine, Conseil Général des Landes 
Towncouncil of Sanguinet, Biscarosse and La Teste-de-Buch 
 

1.4 Designation (protected areas) 
 

IGN map, 25 000e, 1338 EST and 1339 EST 
 
2. MODERN HUMAN GEOGRAPHY 
 

The three cities surrounding the lake are seaside resorts. Their winter population are 
respectively: Sanguinet, 1981; Biscarosse, 10000; La Teste de Buch, 17917. 

 
3. CONTEMPORARY COASTAL PROBLEMS: (DUNE MOUVEMENT, EROSION, ACCRETION; 

I.E COASTAL CONTEXT) 
 

The main natural threat on the Atlantic coast is beach and dune erosion. 
 
During periods of high rainfall, the rise of the lake level led to the erosion of the lake's shoreline. 
 
In the catchment area of La Gourgue river, the use of chemical fertilizer (for intensive corn 
cultivation) could pollute the lake and cause euthrophication. This could cause a problem as the 
surrounding cities are supplied with water from two intakes into the lake.  
 

4. HISTORICAL, PALAEO-ENVIRONMENTAL AND ARCHAEOLOGICAL SETTING OF THE 
COASTAL COMMUNITY 

 
4.1 Sedimentological and palaeo-environmental data concerning the study area  
 

The lake is the result of obstruction of the flow of the small river, La Gourgue, by coastal dune 
systems. 
 
The chronology of these two dune systems is still imprecise. Recent datings, in the Medoc area 
or at the Dune du Pyla, indicated that the "primary dunes", formed by coalescent parabolic 
dunes, may have been mobile until about 2250 BP, (Tastet & Pontee 1998).Recently, OSIRL 
dating (Table 1, Figure P18.3) was undertaken in the dune system near Sanguinet lake. 
 
Luminescence techniques date the last exposure to light of quartz and feldspar grains in a 
sediment body. Exposure to daylight zeroes the luminescence signal. Once quartz or feldspar 
grains are buried, the luminescence signal builds up over time due to the radioacive decay of 
naturally occurring uranium, thorium and potassium isotopes and the interaction of cosmic rays. 
The age of the sediment is derived from the natural radioactive decay in the surrounding 
environment. 

 
 
The OSIRL dates give the latest age for the primary system which could have been mobile until 
the Xth century and then was naturally fixed by vegetation. The "modern dunes" have a more 
variable morphology but, in front of Sanguinet lake, they are essentially composed of barchanoid 
dunes, organised in coalescent ridges. They have been active after the natural fixation of the 
primary dunes and until  the beginning of the XIXth century when they were artificially fixed by 
the planting of Pinus maritima (Buffault 1942). This last generation of dunes overlapped in 
several places the forested "primary dunes". It is this formation mechanism that explains the 
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distribution of these two generations of dunes in a direction perpendicular to the main channel of 
the lake (Figure P18.2). The north-south barchanoid continuous ridge, with an altitude of over 
50m, forms the backbone of the "modern dunes" system whose multiple summits are all above 
70m and at their highest reach an altitude of 88m. 
 
The rise of the lake level flooded the surrounding landscape preserving palaeo-environmental 
evidence as sedimentary deposits and vegetation remains. 
 

4.2 Archaeological data concerning the study area (Figure P18.4 and Appendix P18.1). 
 
Archaeological remains where first discovered under the lake waters in 1970 (Richir & al. 
1972). Three main archaeological sites were systematically studied during the last 20 years by 
a local team of volunteers1) who are still continuing their research. The sites, which are spaced 
out along the ancient Gourgue river bed at depths ranging from 4 to 14m., are called from 
upstream to downstream: Losa, Estey du Large and Put Blanc  

 
5. THE PALAEO-ENVIRONMENTAL AND ARCHAEOLOGICAL POTENTIAL  
 

The reconstruction of the formation of the lake and  the chronology of the water level is based 
on several types of dated archaeological and palaeo-environmental evidence (Table 2).  
 
The archaeological evidence is:  
 
·  the three submerged archaeological sites: Losa, L'Estey du Large, and Put Blanc, the 

artifacts found there and the wooden building elements dated using 14C or 
dendrochronological analysis 

·  the 29 dugout canoes located at the bottom of the lake, 18 of which have been 14C dated 
·  the wooden post alignment found on the oceanic beach, driven in lagoonal deposits and 

14C dated. 
 

The palaeo-environmental evidence is: 
 
·  the vegetation remains found under the lake  
·  and the dated sediments outcropping on the present beach. 
 

                                                           
�

) The association CRESS (Centre de Recherche et d'Etudes Scientifiques de Sanguinet) is composed by volunteers and has for objective the 
study of the lake and its environments. Created in 1977 the CRESS is responsible of the sublacustrian archaeological excavations. The 
members of the association obtained all the archaeological data used here and especially by those who are co-authors of this paper. 

The vegetation remains constitute in situ stumps, more or less associated with the 
archaeological sites, which underwater in the present day lake , would have lined the bank of 
the palaeo-river or the shore of the palaeo-lake, and mark the rise of the lake level. These are 
excellent markers because only the ones which were submerged have resisted aerobic decay. 
(Heyworth 1986), 14 of them have been 14C dated. Finally, during the periods of winter spring 
tides in 1997 and 1998, it was  possible to study, sample, and date a section of shelly lagoonal 
deposits outcropping on the oceanic beach, in front of the lake. 
 
All the dated elements, significant from the point of view of the lake level (Table 2), have been 
shown on diagram (Figure P18.5) with a view to proposing a chronological scale for the 
impoundment and the water level rise in Sanguinet lake. 
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5.1 Palaeo-environmental evidence giving the chronology of the coastal impoundment 
 

Submerged stumps 
 
Numerous stumps have been found on the slopes of the submerged valley, the range of their 
ages being exactly comparable to the range of ages of the dugout canoes. Some signal a 
paleo-bank on which canoes were drawn. This is the case with stumps n°200 and 202 which 
are associated with canoe n°22, all being of a comparable age (Figure P18.6) or of stump 
n°203 that marks the same bank.  
 
It was noted that the ages of the stumps can be grouped into two categories, the ones before 
795-390 BC that can be found doted about on banks between 6 and 9 m NGF and the ones 
after 415-630 AD , the date of the stump of a tree that grew on the ruins of the Gallo-Roman 
fanum which was not underwater at that date. The latter stumps correspond to a variable lake 
level between 17m and 20m NGF. The archaeological sites of l'Estey du Large and Losa 
belong to the period between these two dates and there was only one stump dated from 25-405 
AD and located at 11 m. NGF. All the stumps had grown above the level of the permanent 
water surface. 

 
Outcrop on the present beach  
 
Two types of outcrops were observed, at low water level, on the oceanic beach during spring 
tides in February 1997 and January-February 1998 (Figure P18.7). The two sites are near each 
other but  they emerged separately, in time and space, from the sand of the beach. 
 
The first outcrop (Figure P18.7, observations 1997) has a thin layer of peat covering laminated 
clay. The post alignment previously described was driven in the clay across the peat. A 14C date 
of the peat (1760-1440 BC) demonstrated that its deposition occurred after the construction of 
this anthropogenic structure.   
 
The second outcrop (Figure P18.7, observation 1998) has a clay deposit topped with wood 
debris. The wood debris, dated 2035-1765 BC, is contemporaneous with the posts. We can 
suppose they represent a lateral equivalent of the top of the laminated clay where the post are 
driven. Above this organic layer, it was possible to observe the remains of shelly clay layers. 
The molluscan fauna is only represented by Cerastoderma edule, some in leaving position, 
which is characteristic of the intertidal zone of a mixohaline lagoonal or estuarine environment. 
The age of the shells, 2005-1650 BC are comparable with the age of the underlying wood 
debris and the posts. 
 
All these dated elements, more or less situated around 1m NGF, are older than all the palaeo-
environmental or archaeological evidence from the lake itself. They demonstrate the existence 
of a palaeo-lagoon, and a sea level near the present one, around 2000-1600 years BC.  

 
 
 
 
This sedimentary and archaeological evidence was recovered near a sand dune, which was 
subsequently naturally fixed by vegetation between 1500-1000 BC as indicated by the existence 
of interstratified palaeosols from this age appearing on the eroded face of the actual foredune 
(Figure P18.7, observations 1998). 

 
5.2 Archaeological evidences of the chronology of the coastal impoundment 
 

Three archaeological sites (Losa, L'Estey du Large and Put Blanc) and 29 dugout canoes have 
been found in Sanguinet lake since 1970. 
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Losa (Figures P18.8 and P18.9) 

 
Losa is a Gallo-Roman halting place which is included in the Antoninus's itinerary on the roman 
coastal causeway through Aquitaine which linked Bordeaux to Dax  (Aqua Tarbelicae), a bath 
town in the south of the Landes area. The site of Losa is situated between 4 to 7m depth (+17 
and +14 m. NGF in altitude). In addition to the numerous artifacts discovered on the site, the 
main archaeological finds were two wooden bridges and one temple. 
 
The two bridges are typical "long bridges" (Cesar, De Bello Gallico) the second, situated 500m 
upstream from Losa, shows a deviation of the main causeway due to rising of the water (Maurin 
& Dubos 1985; Maurin 1998b). The bridges were dated by dendrochronology at between 75 
and 35 yr BC (Table 2). 
 
Near the roman road are the remains of the foundations of a temple similar to the numerous 
"fana" that are known throurough France and especially in Aquitaine. It is a rectangular building, 
11.7m long and 9.45m wide, enclosing a square central room (the "cella") measuring 2.6m 
along the inside wall.   A 14C date obtained from a tree stump found inside the fanum (Table 2) 
showed that the ruins were flooded between the Vth and the beginning of the VIIth century. 
 
A detailed study of the artefacts found in association with the remains of the "vicus" (village) of 
Losa, demonstrated that the occupation of the  site was between 50 BC and 400 AD (Richir & 
al.  1972; Capdevielle 1983, 1985; Maurin 1986, 1987, 1989, 1996, 1998a, 1998b ; Maurin & 
Dubos 1985). 
 
Estey du Large (Figure P18.10 and Figure P18.11) 
 
The site Estey du Large is a fortified settlement situated on a promontory on the left bank of the 
flooded valley, on a gently sloping section between 7 to 9m under the water (+14 and +12 m. 
NGF). An enormous quantity of worked tree trunks delimit a double palisade which defines a 
perfect elliptical shape. Within the fortifications the site has a surface of 0.5ha.  More than 
30000 ceramic artefacts, essentially non-turned ceramics were found associated with the site. 
The imported ceramics and amphora are typical of the IInd and Ist century BC (Boudet 1987). 
Some rare metallic artefacts were found: a dozen fibulae dated without question to the second 
Iron Age and 2 coins which can be attributed to the middle of the first century BC (Dadat 1986; 
Boudet 1987; Maurin 1989). 
 
All this archaeological evidence demontrates that the Estey du Large settlement was occupied 
between 400 BC and 50-25 BC (Maurin 1984, 1986, 1992, 1998a ; Maurin & Dubos 1986 ; 
Maurin & al. 1988, 1996, 1999). These dates are confirmed by 14C dating and 
dendrochronological analysis on elements of the wooden structures (Table 2). 

 
 
 
Put Blanc (Figure P18.12 and P18.13) 
 
Put Blanc is the deepest site, situated at an average depth of 13-14m (between +8 and +7m 
NGF): it covers a surface of 3ha. Situated 1m above the level of the valley of the palaeo-river 
the site of Put Blanc is composed of three zones Put Blanc I, Put Blanc II and Put Blanc III.  
The first 2 sites show sets of numerous stakes in circumscribed areas which are evidence of a 
building, the layout of which is not well defined contrary to the structures of site Put Blanc III. 
The main structure of this site is a hut with a wooden floor  set on a small promontory, probably 
of soft sand, overhanging the main channel of the palaeo-river by around 1m.  In the centre of 
this wooden floor is a circular clay fire place confirming that this building was a settlement. 
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Abundant ceramic remains, cups, vases, etc found around the inhabited zones, are of the same 
type as those found in classical sites of the First Iron Age (Boudet 1987). Dendrochronology 
studies (Hulot 1999) supported by 14C analysis of samples of wood from the settlement give an 
age bracket of between 800 BC and 300 BC (Table 2). 

 
Chronology and size of the dugout canoes (Figures P18.14 and P18.15, Plates P15b and 
P18c) 
 
29 canoes have been found on the bottom of the lake, 23 of them are situated at less than 
300m from Put Blanc III along the left bank of the palaeo-valley. Their age is more or less in 
keeping with the depth they were found at (Maurin 1990; Maurin & Dubos 1993). 18 canoes 
were 14C dated, and 2 were dated by dendrochronology (Table 2, n° 20 and 22). Their 14C ages 
range from1690-1440 BC to 1400-1630 AD which cover 3,000 years from Bronze Age to the 
Middle Age. It is remarkable that 4 canoes are from the Bronze Age from which no 
archaeological site, remains or settlement have been found until now. 12 dated canoes are 
from the Iron Age and from the Gallo-Roman period, one is Medieval and the last Modern 
(1400-1630 AD). 
 
The majority of those canoes were found where they were abandonned, near the ancient bank 
of the river. This is particularly the case for canoe n° 22, discovered between two stumps in a 
morphological context which can be completely assimilated to a palaeo-bank (fig. 3). It seems 
to be the same with canoes n°14, 16, 18, and 11 situated at the same height, +8m NGF, with 
ages between 365 BC and 110 AD. This observation confirms that the canoes can be 
interpreted as marking the palaeo-shoreline. 
 
Also, it is clear the dimensions of the canoes depend more or less on their age.Their length, 
often well over 7 m for the most ancient, is not really significant since many are partially 
destroyed, but comparing their width is very instructive (Figure P18.16). In fact, apart from their 
typology, the dugouts can be separated into three categories (Maurin 1990; Maurin and Dubos 
1993; Dubos 1998; Hulot 1999).  
 
·  the canoes with a width equal or superior to 1m, and with an original length equal or 

superior to 9m (n° 7, 20, 22), made before 1315-915BC , 2 of them being in oak (n° 20 
and 22); 

·  the ones with a width between 0.65 and 0.85m, with an original length between 6.5 and 
8m (n° 5, 9, 14, 16, 18, 21, 24 in this series only canoe n°24 has a length of 9.26m) made 
between 980-795 BC and 25-250 AD; 

·  small dugouts with a width less than 0.65m and a length less than 6.5m  (n° 1, 2, 3, 4, 11, 
13, 25), more recent than 100–110 AD and which are associated with the Gallo-Roman 
site of Losa, (canoe n° 1 being of the Merovingian period). 

 
 
These observations are not without interest as regards the history of the lake and its 
relationship with the ocean. It is reasonable to believe that, among other things, making big 
canoes would be justifiable if it were possible to navigate the ocean. From that point of view, it 
seems a radical modification took place around 1000 years BC, a period when the big, wide 
canoes disappeared and gave way to narrow dugouts, generally less than 6.50m long. 

 
Age of post alignment on the oceanic beach 
 
Recently a double line of 30 worked posts were found on the oceanic beach, in front of the lake, 
driven in a sedimentary outcrop composed of a thin peat layer covering a  level of grey 
laminated clay (Figure P18.7, observations 1997). The altitude of these remains is estimated 
around +1 m. NGF. These posts were 14C dated  to between 2130 and 1745 BC. They 
demonstrate that, at this time, a settlement was situated on the bank of the palaeo-river (or  
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palaeo-lagoon) at a comparable level to the present day intertidal zone. This settlement is the 
oldest evidence of human occupation in the vicinity of Sanguinet lake.   
 

5.3 Coastal changes and chronology of the formation of the lake 
 

Starting from the data compiled in Figure P18.5, we have tried to reconstruct the history of the 
lake water level and of its relationship with the ocean.  
 
Before 2000-1650 BC, La Gourgue river opened into a lagoon or an estuary, widely connected 
with the ocean and located to the west of the present day Sanguinet lake. Its level was affected 
by the tide and  was between -2 and +3m  NGF if we consider the sea level of this time near the 
present one. 
 
After this period, an initial invasion by aeolian sand before1500-1000 BC, started to reduce the 
connection to the sea and the altitude of the lake was approximatly 5m  NGF, ie lower by 1or 2 
m. than one of the present day lakes that have an outlet to the ocean. The lake was 
nevertheless sufficiently open to the ocean to justify the dimensions of the dugout canoes. 
 
During these two first periods the lake must have been, more or less, salty which is confirmed 
by the presence of brackish water diatoms found in deposits in its deepest part (Bergon and 
Lalesque 1909, in Capdevielle 1985; Baudrimont 1969). 
 
Around 1000 BC, the water level rose very quickly, between 1 and 2m during a new period of 
aeolian mobilisation of the coastal sands. The water level continued to rise slowly until about 
100 AD which corresponds to a gradual increase in the size of the barrier across the outlet to 
the ocean. It then must have become a "courant" comparable to the ones of the Southern lakes 
of Aureilhan or Léon. The people living in Put-Blanc, who had settled on the bank at the 
beginning of that period, moved at about 300 BC They were succeeded by new inhabitants who 
established themselves along the deep valley of the Gourgue, on the highest promontory of 
Estey du Large.  
 
It must have been about the end of the Ist century of our era, when the site of Losa was settled 
for the fist time, that the final blocking of the outlet of the "courant" happened, under the 
combined effects of the north-south littoral drift, comparable to the one now at work (Michel et 
al. 1995; Aubié and Tastet 2000), and of a period of mobility of dune sands perhaps 
corresponding to the setting of the "primary dune" system. The level of the lake then rose very 
rapidly making it necessary to move the Losa "long bridge" that crossed the Gourgue, 
upstream. The village of Losa was abandonned in the IIIth century AD and the ruins of its 
Fanum, in the upper part of the site, at 17m NGF, were submerged during the VIth century.  
 
The period after the VIth century is not well documented, it is only represented by 3 dated 
stumps that suggest a possible oscillation of the level of water which could correspond to 
fluctuations in the level of the water table before a relative stable level was found around 1000 
AD.  
 
The altitude of 23.35m., the highest lake level, was reached during  the XVIIIth century. This 
could be a consequence of the formation of the high barchanoid relief of the "modern dunes" 
that raised the coastal barrier by more than 30m, bringing it from 20m, the minimum height of 
the "primary dunes" (Tastet & Pontee 1998), to more than 50m, the lowest altitude of the 
present day chain of dunes, that reaches 88m.  
 
After the "modern" dunes became fixed, the level was brought down to its present altitude of 
21m, in 1840, by digging an overfall channel connecting Sanguinet lake to Parentis lake.  
 

6. CURRENT APPROACH TO THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESULTS 
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The new archaeological campaign for this year will allow the continuation of the research on Put 
Blanc III site and the study of canoes n° 26 and 27. Excavations begun in 1999 will extend 
westward. 
 

7. CURRENT APPROACH TO THE PALAEO-ENVIRONMENTAL RESULTS 
 

Further sampling of stumps and wood and new corings on Sanguinet lake and on the outcrop 
on the beach of Biscarosse, will give us more precise knowledge about the chronology of the 
lake formation and about the general coastal changes occurring consecutively with the forming 
of a coastal dune barrier. 
 

8. SUCCESSES AND PROBLEMS IDENTIFIED BY THE LIFE PROGRAM  
 
The LIFE project was successful in reconstructing  coastal evolution during the Holocene. It has 
shown the importance of a multidisciplinary approach in the study of coastal changes using new 
methods of dune dating, which allow a correlation with classical palaeo-environmental and 
archaeological evidence. 
 

9. COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT ISSUES AND SOCIAL INCLUSION 
 
Local and regional collectives are aware of the importance of the research led by the 
association of volunteers (CRESS) and the Academic Research Institute which bring material 
and financial help to CRESS. 
 

9.1 Funding agency 
 
Regional and local Councils : the "Conseil Régional d'Aquitaine" and the "Conseil Général des 
Landes" can, with or without the State, subsidize research or management studies on the 
coastal zone, upon request of a city council or of a group of cities.  
 
The "Service Régional de l'Archéologie d'Aquitaine", dependant on the Culture Ministry, is 
authorized to give permission for excavations, and supports, at least partially, archaeological 
research.  
 

9.2 Investigation and monitoring 
 
Study of the water quality of the lake and the problems of euthrophication is in progress and is 
being undertaken by a private company.   

9.3 Current status and action 
 
The strengthening of the lake's bank is in progress, funded by the city of Sanguinet. 

 
9.4 Public awareness 

 
Public awareness is raised by different media. Mobile public exhibitions "Aquitaine Terre des 
Hommes" and "Histoire d'Océan, Rivages Aquitains" run by "Cap Sciences", (an association for 
the dissemination science results to the general public), are financially supported by the 
Regional Council. An "Atlas du Littoral Aquitain" was put together by the Conservatoire du 
Littoral, with partial funding from the Regional Council. 
 
The city of Sanguinet has a small Archaeological Museum organised and maintained by 
C.R.E.S.S. This association of volunteers, which participated in the LIFE project, is very active 
and has produced TV documentaries, videos, books, booklets and newspaper articles. 
 

9.5 Experiences, sucesses and problems with the current approach 
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The most positive action on the Aquitaine coast was developed by the MIACA (Mission 
Interministerielle d'Aménagement de la Côte Aquitaine) between 1970 and 1992. The 
exemplary nature of the MIACA approach has allowed the preservation of the Aquitaine 
coastline by suggesting urbanization along 3 axes: first perpendicular to the coast, second 
linked to existing urban areas and finally alternating managed and natural zones. This 
management preserved the natural environment of the coastal zone, including the coastal 
dunes, forest and coastal lakes. This major experience led to the creation of a new similar 
structure, the "Mission Littoral", which will work in the same way within the framework of the 
2000-2006 State/Region plan. 
 
The elected officials of Sanguinet are aware of the fragility of the ecological equilibrium and 
never consider management projects without a prior impact study. 
 

10. CONCLUSIONS 
 
10.1 Threats 

 
The Sanguinet archaeological sites are sub-lacustrine and protected from many of the threats 
experienced by terrestrial sites. 
 
The main natural threat is beach and dune erosion on the Atlantic coast and, during periods of 
high rainfall, the rise of the lake level leading to the erosion of the lake's shoreline. The use of 
chemical fertilizer (for intensive corncultivation) in the catchment area could pollute the lake and 
cause euthrophication. This situation could be a problem since the surrounding cities are 
supplied with fresh water from the lake.  
 

10.2 Managment needs 
 

Currently the Regional and Departmental Councils do not totally control the management of the 
coastal zone because of the decentralisation which has occurred during the last 20 years. The 
cities are free to choose their own management projects. However the action of the Region or 
the Department can lead to the development of coordinated plans. Nevertheless, 
decentralisation is still an obstacle to coherent management of the coastal zone because 
sedimentary cells can extend over several communities and can then involve several local 
authorities. 
 
The city of Sanguinet needs a new harbour to reduce the distribution of moorings and also 
wishes to rehabilitate the existing harbours. 
 

11. KEY ISSUES 
 

Palaeo-environmental and archaeological data allows us to reconstruct and accurately date 
coastal changes for the last 6000 years . The evolution of the lake water level can be correlated 
with the formation of the coastal dune system and climatic variations (dendrochronology). 
 
For the first time on the Aquitaine coast, periods of intense aeolian activity, with dune mobility, 
were dated by OSIRL techniques. 
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Name Side of the 

dune 
OIRSL Dates 
(BC-AD) 

OSIRL Dates 
(BP) 

Réf (map 
location) 

Dune de Lartigues Lee side 585-845 AD 1165+/-130 BP SG1 
Dune de Lartigues Stoss side 705-965 AD 1285+/-130 BP SG2 
Dune de Miqueou Lee side 935-1225 AD 920+/-145 BP SG3 
Dune de La Lette 
des Joncs 

Lee side 1675-1775 AD 275+/-50 BP SG6 

Dune de La Lette 
des Joncs 

Stoss side 1650-1770 AD 290+/-60 BP SG7 

 
        Table 1 OSIRL dates from the Sanguinet Lake dune system. 
 
 



Figure G18 .1   Geographic location of the Léaz site.
Situation géographique du site de Léaz.



Figure G18.2    Geological view.
Aperçu géologique.



Figure G18.3 Stage 2 of the deglaciation of the Geneva and Jura basins; retreat of the glaciers in the
Bellegards depression (from Donzeau et al.)
Etape 2 de la déglaciation du bassin genevois et du Jura : retrait des glaciers de la dépression
de Bellegarde



Figure G18.4 Geological cross-section of the Léaz slide (from Antoine P. et al 1992).
Coupe géologique du glissement de Léaz.



Figure G18.5 Diagram of the landslide monitoring system installed in 1974 (after Antoine P. et al. 1993).
Schéma du dispositif de surveillance du glissement de terrain mis en place en 1974.
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Figure G18.6 Danger criteria drawn from observing the behaviour of the landslide.
Critère de danger tiré de l’observation du comportement du glissement.
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Figure G18.7 Comparison of the groundwater level calculated according to the first hydraulic model, with
the level genuinely measured by the piezometer (after Antoine P. et al, 1993).
Comparaison du niveau piézométrique calculé selon premier modèle hydraulique, avec le
niveau réellement mesuré au piézomètre FP13.



Figure G18.8 Application of the second model over the second half of 1989.
Application du second modele sur le second semestre 1989 (d'apres Antoine P. and al. 1992).



Figure G18.9 Visual description of the ground from the borehole (after Leroi et al. 1994).
Description visuelle du terrain à partir du puits.

/ vegetated ground

/ stony vegetated ground

/ gravel, sand and pebbles of all sorts.

/ clayey material and pebbles.

/ sandy.

more
and
more
clayey

/ very clayey
soil with some passages.



Figure G18.10 Variation of the water content as a function of the depth established in November 1993 from
all the modified soil samples taken from the boreholes.
Variation de la teneur en eau en fonction de la profondeur établie en novembre 1993 à partir
de tous les échantillons de sols remaniés prélevés à partir du puits.

/ water content (in %)

/ vegetated ground.

/ all sorts of gravel
and pebbles.

/ clay, gravel and 
sand material.

/ clay and sand.
Depth (in mm)



Figure G18.11 Mohr representation of the mechanic characteristics of the clays (after Leroi et al. 1994).
Représentation dans le plan de Mohr des caractéristiques mécaniques des argiles.



Figure G18.12 Oedometric curve of clay material taken from a depth of 4.15m (after Leroi et al. 1994).
Courbe oedométrique du matériau argileux prélevé à 4,15m de profondeur.



Figure G18.13 Permeability of the clay curve (after Leroi et al. 1994).
Perméabilité de la couche argileuse.



Figure G18.14 View of the entire experimentation of the site in 1993 (after Leroi et al. 1994).
Vue d’ensemble du site d’expérimentation en 1993.



Figure G18.15 Rain gauge readings (1997 - 1998).
Mesure de pluviométrie (1997 - 1998).



Figure G18.16 Rain gauge readings (1999).
Mesure de pluviométrie (1999).



Figure G18.17 Water content and rainfall readings (1997 - 1998).
Mesure de teneur en eau et précipitations (1997 - 1998).



Figure G18.18 Water content and rainfall readings (1999).
Mesure de teneur en eau et précipitations (1999).



Figure G18.19 Interstitial pressure readings (1998 - 1999).
Mesure de pression interstitielle (1998 - 1999).
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Figure G18.20 Suction readings (1997 - 1998).
Mesure de succion (1997 - 1998).



Figure G18.21 Suction readings (1999).
Mesure de succion (1999).









Archaeological Inventory: Sanguinet Lake

Altitude  Name Classification1 Classification 2 Source 1 Source 2

Description
X 

Lamb2ext
Y 

Lamb2ext
 Coastal 

Managment
Sea-level 
Change

Environmental 
Change

Climatic 
Change

Running 
Chronology

Cultural 
Amenity 

Value

Visible 
Amenity 
Bonus

Fragility
Unvalidated 

Code
Coastal Unit 
Risk

Coastal 
Context

Coastline 
Type

6 to 8 m Put Blanc Settlement woody structures, 
ceramics, canoes SGT1 /

The site presently under the waters of the lake 
was occupied during the 1st Iron Age and 

corresponds to a spread habitat. 23 canoes 
(from the Middle Bronze Age to the 1st 

cencuty after Christ) were discovered in this 
area demonstrating that this site was a 

harbour area for populations living along the 
river. 

325.023 1949.674 4 1 3 1 3 3 2 0 I under water 5 dune coast

14 m L'Estey du 
Large

Fortified 
woody fence

woody structure, 
pyre, ceramics, 

coins, jewels
SGT2 /

It was a village with woody fences from the 
second Iron Age period. The period of 

settlement corresponds to the latest Iron Age 
(2nd to the 1st century after Christ).Abundant 

archaeological remains.

326.261 1949.305 4 1 3 1 3 3 2 0 I under water 5 dune coast

14 to 17 m Losa Village

fanum, bridge, 
builbing,ceramics, 

canoes, coins, 
jewels

SGT3 /

Losa presently located between 4 to 7m, 
under the surface of the lake, was a gallo-

roman road station comprising a village 
located near a bridge and a fanum  (abondant 

archaeological remains) 

327.701 1949.289 4 1 3 1 3 3 2 0 I under water 5 dune coast

0 to 1 m
Les Viviers 
(Biscarosse 

Plage)

Settlement 
(posts 

alignment)

woody structure 
(pine and birch) SGT4 /

A double line of 30 worked posts on the beach  
driven in a sedimentary outcrop, 14C dated 

between 2130 and 1745 BC
314.008 1946.768 3 3 2 1 1 2 1 3 1 E 3 dune coast

6 to 14 m canoes Canoes woody canoes 
(oak, pines) / /

29 monoxyls canoes were discovered under 
the waters (23 on the Put Blanc site, 3 on 

Losa site and 3 in proximity)

327.023 to 
327.701

1949.289 
to 

1949.674
4 1 3 1 3 3 2 0 I under water 5 dune coast


